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With the recent current COVID-19 pandemic, extreme mitigation methods have been 

implemented worldwide in order to “flatten the curve”, including sheltering-in-place for the 

general public, closing of all non-

essential businesses, social distancing 

requirements and the use facial masks. 

The spread of SARS-CoV-2 has been 

attributed to airborne respiratory 

droplets. Droplets are considered large 

respiratory particles, typically 5 to 10µm 

in size, which serve as virus carriers that 

are expelled when an infected person 

coughs, sneezes, or simply speaks. 

Some research has shown these droplets 

have been shown to travel 

approximately 3ft and hence the social 

distancing recommendation of 6-ft from 

other individuals. However, submicron 

size (<1µm) droplets can linger in the 

air for greater distances and can even 

stay aloft for long periods of time. These 

droplets can carry the infectious virus 

and other pathogens. 

 

For mitigating the spread of infectious airborne viruses, facial masks are commonly used 

and is the current public recommendation as a barrier to airborne droplet transmission. 

Commercial masks and respirators consist of various fibrous materials, generally interwoven or 

laminates, to filter out small particulates. Common materials include cotton, paper-like products, 

some plastics (e.g., polypropylene, polyolefins, etc.) and foams (e.g., polyurethanes, poly-

glycols, etc.). Higher grade surgical masks are mostly non-woven fabrics, while high efficiency 

masks consist of lightweight foam byproducts and are often referred to as N95 respirators for 

their ability to remove 95% of particulates greater than 0.3µm. 

 

The commonalty of all masks is to create a physical barrier to the transmission of 

droplets, where the infectious droplets are captured or absorbed into the medium. As a result, 

masks are made of hydrophilic (having a tendency to be wetted by water) materials. This 

requires frequent replacement of soiled masks and thus classifying the masks as single-use items. 

There is a high probability of personal exposure to contagion containing droplets with chronic 

patients with persistent coughing and whizzing. First responders and healthcare workers are at 

The spread of droplets from a cough. 
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high risk of constant exposure of airborne droplets since they tend to wear their masks for long 

periods of time. 

 

In nanotechnology, specialty molecular chemistries are used to impart or 

graph changes of material properties at the atomic dimensions. Through the use of 

chemical surface modification, the interaction of liquids (i.e., wetting) can be 

altered without affecting the bulk properties of the materials or the functionality of 

device design. These surface modification properties are typically <0.0015µm in 

thickness. Using a gas-phase nano-coating process, this allows for the enhancement 

of currently manufactured surgical and high efficiency N95+ masks with 

improved moisture and water repellency. More specifically, a Teflon®-like 

molecule is graphed onto the masks at the molecular scale. This creates an 

improved mask with superior hydrophobic barrier properties to droplets as 

shown in the video while not affecting the current filtration designs of the 

masks. 

 

Nanotechnology surface engineering is not a new science. There are many everyday uses 

and virtually every individual in the world has products which have utilized their benifits. Some 

of these products are cell phones (e.g., their microphones and speakers), hearing aids, cameras, 

and implanted cataract eye lens. Current detection tests of the COVID-19 virus by genomic 

sequencing use the same nanotechnology employed here. 

 

We believe the nano-coated face masks will offer medical personnel and our crucial first 

responders with premium protection to curtail concern over droplet-sodden PPE (Personal 

Protective Equipment) in high risk situations. Additionally, with the current exponential demand 

for PPE and their supply shortages, these nano-coated “hydrophobic” face masks will provide 

extended use rather than their frequent discarding. 

 

There are additional monetary advantages to the particular process used by IST for its 

creation and application of nano-coatings, which is performed by a gas-phase treatment rather 

than conventional solution-based chemistries. These include: 

1) No chemical waste stream associated with the coating process; 

2) No drying or cure time associated with treatment; 

3) The lowest cost-of-consumables of any chemical treatments;  

4) 100% coating coverage since the coating process is performed at sub-atmospheric 

pressures in a contained reactor;  
5) No liquid surface tensions or wetting associated with the application of the nano-

treatment. 

 

To learn more about nano-coatings and nano-scale surface engineering science and technology, 

contact Integrated Surface Technologies (www.insurftech.com). Contact: carl@insurftech.com. 
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